The paper analyzes the impact of the sensor reading errors on parameters that affect the production costs of a leading US industrial gas supply company. For this purpose, a systematic methodology is applied first to determine the relationship between the system output and input parameters and second to identify the assigned input sensors whose readings need to be improved in a prioritized manner based on the strength of those input-output relationships. The two main criteria used to prioritize these sensors are the decrease in production costs and the decrease in production costs' volatility obtained when the selected sensor's precision is improved. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we first apply it to a simplified version of the real supply network model where the results can be readily validated with the simulated data. Next, we apply and test the proposed approach in the real supply network model with historical data.
Introduction
The US industrial gas companies provide indispensable products like oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen to manufacturing, health care, transportation, and other essential industries worldwide. In a recent study by the American Chemistry Council, it was shown that industrial gas companies produced approximately $17 billion worth of products in 2010 and employed approximately 60,000 American workers. Furthermore, the study showed that industrial gas companies supply products to industries in the US that account for 42% of America's Gross Domestic Product [1] .
One of the key decision support techniques used by this type of companies is the solution of industrial gas supply network optimization models (see, e.g., [2] ). These models are extremely helpful to identify optimal operating settings, by expressing real life constraints and conditions mathematically. Also, they are extensively used to describe and integrate all components of the industrial gas supply network within a single framework. However, industrial gas supply network optimization models are often difficult to solve due to the presence of physical and quality constraints, which result in discontinuities and other nonconvexities (cf. [3, 4] ) on the mathematical formulation of the problem (cf. [2] ).
There is a vast literature on industrial gas supply network optimization models. For example, consider the work of Almansoori and Shah [5] , Fonseca et al. [6] , Kumar et al. [7] , Ding et al. [8] , Jiao et al. [9] , and Jiao et al. [10] . Moreover, due to their nature, these models are subject to the presence of uncertainties at various levels. Integrating these uncertainties in industrial gas supply network models has also taken wide attention in the literature (see, e.g., [2, [11] [12] [13] [14] ). However, often times in practice, the uncertainties in the system are disregarded because their integration into the models increases model's complexity which is already very difficult to solve under deterministic assumptions. Alternatively, a common approach to avoid increasing the complexity of solving the industrial gas supply network model is to fix the value of uncertain parameters using a point estimate, in order to obtain a deterministic model that approximates the uncertain model.
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While many of the uncertainties that appear in industrial gas supply network optimization models are due to the intrinsically random nature of the input parameters in the network such as flow rate, temperature, and pressure levels, industrial gas supply network optimization models are also affected by uncertainties resulting from incorrect sensor readings in the system. Some of these sensors provide feedback signals which are crucial for the control and efficiency of the network. Thus, erroneous sensor readings could degrade the performance of the network significantly.
Incorrect sensor readings could be due to the following:
(i) Outliers in sensor readings: sometimes sensors may read a value that happens to be outside of the normal range of operation. This could be caused by an inherent error in the corresponding sensor or a sudden change in the supply network conditions (e.g., a sudden pressure drop). We identify the ones caused by inherent sensor errors, which we name as sensor outliers. Outliers are detected by determining whether an out of range reading is due to sudden changes in the network. This can be verified by other sensors readings (e.g., pressure sensors) in the network. Thus, by looking at the correlation between the out of range readings of associated sensor readings, a system change can be distinguished from an outlier reading due to inherent sensor error in the supply network.
(ii) Bias in sensor readings: if the measured signal is shifted by a constant from the actual signal throughout the sensor reading time period, then the sensor has a constant offset or bias. The bias could be negative or positive.
(iii) Noise in sensor readings: it refers to the highfrequency error component in the sensor measurements. This type of uncertainty is unavoidable and inherent to every sensor, but it can be improved through maintenance or upgrade.
These incorrect sensor readings can be critical because they are used in measuring the key input parameters of the system. In turn, the aggregate effect of inaccuracies in the model parameters leads to inaccuracies in the optimization model's output. This brings a negative effect on customer satisfaction and puts an unnecessary strain in the industrial gas supply network operation. However, these effects can be mitigated by upgrading and maintaining sensors to improve their reading's accuracy.
In this paper, we focus on the impact of improving sensor reading errors on the model's main output, namely, production costs. From now on, we will regularly refer to production costs as the output of the model. In particular, we use two key performance indicators to prioritize the improvement of sensors in the network.
(i) Key performance indicator-1 (KPI-1): it measures the average change in the production costs' value over a time horizon when the sensor reading accuracy is improved. The change in the production costs' value over the time is a result of the presence of outliers and bias in the sensor readings, and it has a direct financial meaning for the company because the elimination of these errors can bring savings on the production cost value.
(ii) Key performance indicator-2 (KPI-2): this KPI measures the change in production costs' volatility when the sensor reading accuracy is improved. The volatility change in production costs' is due to the amelioration of outliers and random noise in sensor readings.
Production facilities prefer to have low uncertainty in their production systems. Often times these uncertainties cause the total production cost of the system to exceed the defined companies' limited operational budget. Moreover, planning under uncertainty is a difficult task for the companies because plant production levels are very sensitive to input parameters' volatility, as any change in the inputs may cause new production settings in these facilities. Shifting from a defined setting to another could bring extra hidden costs and even infeasibilities in the system. For all these reasons, while the average change in the production cost's value (KPI-1) is crucially important for the company's financial benefits, the change in production costs' variability (KPI-2) is equally crucial.
The faulty sensors affecting production cost accuracy can be addressed by upgrades and maintenance to have more precise readings. However, this is not possible for every single sensor in the system due to limitations on the budget allocated for sensors' upgrade and maintenance. Thus, the purpose of this study is detecting the sensors in a leading US industrial gas supply network whose inaccuracies have the biggest impact in the supply network.
To detect, identify, and determine the sensor faults, a systematic approach is needed. Traditionally, two ways to deal with sensor faults have been used: preventive maintenance and condition-based maintenance. Preventive maintenance is accomplished by regular checking and calibration of sensors, while condition-based maintenance is based on monitoring a process's real-time condition and automatically detecting sensor faults [15] . Sensor fault detection and identification methodologies have focused on the condition-based maintenance aiming at the development of automated sensor fault detection systems, which offer cost advantages over the preventive maintenance systems.
For example, consider the work of [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These methodologies construct complex predictive models to replicate actual sensors' behavior. Such predictive models can be constructed based on these methodologies using techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), neural networks, and Bayesian belief networks, among others (see, e.g., [15] ). However, the resulting models based on these methodologies make it difficult for the user to interpret the underlying relation between the input and output elements.
Here, we follow a similar idea and develop a methodology to approximate the relationship between outputs and inputs in the model by using appropriate sensitivity analysis tools (cf. [21, 22] Figure 1 : Network of plants, pipelines, and customers from [2] .
in the literature (cf. [23, 24] ). However, to the best of our knowledge, these techniques have not been applied in the context considered here.
After modeling the relationship between model inputs and outputs, we design a heuristic approach to eliminate sensor malfunctions and approximate the true signal. By integrating the true signal to the constructed predictive model, we calculate the relative change in the system outputs when a sensor is improved by computing the proposed KPIs. We will discuss the methodology in Sections 3 and 4.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the industrial gas supply network and review some relevant sensitivity analysis methods. The methodology used in this paper is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the chosen methodology is applied to a simplified gas network model, where the corresponding results can be readily validated. In Section 5, we discuss the results obtained after applying this methodology to a real industrial gas network in the US. We conclude the paper in Section 6 with some final remarks.
Industrial Gas Supply Network
The optimization model of an industrial gas supply network can be mathematically formulated as follows [2] :
where is a matrix representing the structure of the network, represents the vector of flows in the network, and is the vector of pressures. The objective function minimizes the cost of gas production as a function of the network flows (more precisely, flows at production facilities). The first set of constraints = ensures the customer demands and flow balances are satisfied. The second set of constraint ( , ) = 0, ∀ ∈ represents physical constraints relating flows and pressures throughout the network. The constraints ℎ ( , ) ≤ , ∀ ∈ ensure that the model solution satisfies operational quality standards. Finally, in model (1), both pressures and flows should remain between allowed bounds.
Model (1) is a nonconvex, nonlinear deterministic optimization problem, which for real-sized networks is very difficult to solve to optimality and typically can be only approximately solved. Although we cannot provide here the actual customer and pipeline layout due to confidentiality, Figure 1 shows a representative layout of the industrial gas network. The network in the company involves tens of customers and plants, which causes the pipeline flow model to be computationally expensive and takes in the order of minutes to be approximately solved. Referring to Figure 1 , sensors in the network are typically located at each customer node, each plant node, and at the intermediate nodes where the different pipeline branches intersect. Those sensors read, among others, the gas flow, as well as pressure and CO concentration levels. The industrial gas supply network model is set to work in real-time, and it is an important advisory tool for setting the physical plant production levels.
In order to obtain the desired analysis of sensors in the industrial gas network, the first step is to obtain a predictive model that approximates the relationship between the sensor readings used as inputs in model (1) (e.g., demands and pressures) and the main output of model (1), namely, production costs.
To construct predictive models, several sensitivity analysis methods have been proposed in the literature, which can be divided into two main groups: local sensitivity analysis 4 International Journal of Chemical Engineering methods and global sensitivity analysis methods (cf. [25] ). The local methods provide a measure of the local effect on the model output under small changes of the model inputs (cf. [26] ). When the relationship between the inputs and output can be described using a simple differentiable function, we can look at the partial derivative of the output function with respect to the input parameters to find out the local impact of the parameters on the model output.
However, the industrial gas supply network model we analyze is nonconvex, nonlinear and computationally expensive to solve (e.g., [2] ). In this case, partial derivatives are not easily available. Thus, in order to obtain approximate partial derivatives in a simple effective way, we use sample historical runs of the optimization model for different parameter settings.
This type of approach based on historical or simulated data to gain information about partial derivatives is typically referred to as global sensitivity analysis (cf. [27, 28] ).
The total cost of the industrial gas network can be defined as
as the functions of uncertain inputs
represents the values of parameters in the system. From now on, we denote these uncertain inputs with x. In turn, uncertainty in the x parameters results in a corresponding uncertainty in the output y(x).
Different sensitivity analysis techniques will do well on different types of problems. The important aspect here is choosing the most suitable methodology to determine a predictive model between input parameters and output costs. For linear models, linear relationship measures like partial correlation coefficients (PCC) (cf. [29] ) will be adequate. For nonlinear but monotonic models, measures based on rank transforms like partial rank regression coefficient (PRCC) (cf. [30] ) will perform well. For nonlinear and nonmonotonic models, methods based on decomposing the variance of the output are the best choice. One of the examples of these methods is Sobol's method (cf. [31] ).
Here, we chose regression coefficients (RC) (cf. [32] ) as the tool to estimate the desired predictive model. The magnitude of the coefficients in this predictive model will be the indicators for identifying the key input parameters in the system. Favorable results of this least squares approach can be verified in Section 4.
After identifying the key parameters in the industrial gasses optimization model using an appropriate sensitivity analysis, we need to do further analysis to measure the impact of the errors in sensor readings. For this purpose, we develop a series of heuristic approximation methodologies to eliminate these sensor reading errors step by step that helps us to conduct the sensor improvement analysis in the network.
Methodology
A simple approach to address the problem considered here is to upgrade a sensor based on its current reading accuracy which aims to reduce only process variation. Specifically, this approach allocates a budget so that the sensors with the highest inaccuracies are upgraded to decrease model output's variation. However, this would not necessarily be the best way to eliminate errors from the system because of two main reasons. First, high input uncertainty does not always lead to high output uncertainty (in our case the production cost). Second, this simple approach also fails to consider the importance of the evaluation criterion KPI-1, by ignoring the complex impact of the sensor reading errors in the total production costs. Here we propose a methodology which is suitable to work in real-time and with scarce data that provides an effective advisory tool to make decisions regarding the improvement of sensors in the network within the budget limitations. The historical data of the network in the company's database is enormous. However, the older the data gets, the more meaningless it becomes. Thus, the methodology has to be run with recent data.
Here we provide a brief explanation of each step of the methodology represented in Figure 2 .
(i) The first step is to generate samples of the input parameters x = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] using simulation or by obtaining historical data from previous runs from the industrial gas network model. In our case study problem in Section 4, we generate the samples using Monte Carlo simulation while we use historical data from the gas supply network in the real case implementation given in Section 5.
After collecting the data, we run the following two steps in parallel.
(ii) A predictive model is constructed to approximate the relationship between production costs and input parameters. The least squares approach provides a good approximation to get the desired sensor improvement prioritization in the case study problem. However, due to the possible multicollinearity between the input parameters in the real system, we apply the ridge regression (cf. [33] ) to consider this factor. The ridge regression technique basically penalizes the size of International Journal of Chemical Engineering 5 regression coefficients due to multicollinearity in the model.
(iii) A heuristic methodology for sensor reading error elimination is applied. The heuristic methodology is applied as a univariate analysis: that is, it is applied to a single sensor at a time. For the selected sensor reading, the heuristic starts by looking at the outliers to eliminate. Note that outliers definitely produce an increase in the production cost's volatility and may cause an increase in the production cost's value depending on the outlier's position and input-output relationship. After detecting and eliminating the outliers, we eliminate the constant bias in the selected sensor reading. Constant bias in sensors can bring a substantial amount of extra cost in the system. Since it has a financial impact on the output, this needs to be certainly handled in the analysis. Finally, the heuristic approach eliminates the noise in sensor reading. Every sensor noise is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution N(0, ) with mean 0 and standard deviation . Noise in sensors can cause extra volatility in the system outputs (e.g., production cost, optimal production settings of the plants), and thus it brings up some indirect financial impact to the company.
(iv) After running the predictive model and the threestep sensor reading error elimination heuristic to approximate the real sensor signal, we reproduce the production costs with the improved signal.
(v) In the final step of the model, we calculate two key performance measures previously defined as KPI-1 and KPI-2 that are used to support the decisionmaking process. These KPIs help us to capture the marginal contribution of a single sensor reading error and assign the priorities to the sensors for upgrading purposes. KPIs are calculated based on the comparison of the original production cost values and the regenerated production cost values for every improved sensor one at a time.
To validate the methodology, we first apply it to a case study problem which is introduced in Section 4. After its validation with the simplified network, in Section 5, we show how this methodology together with some adaptations can be applied to a real industrial gas network.
Case Study Problem
In this section, we illustrate the details and the results of applying the aforementioned sensitivity methodology by implementing it to a simplified version of an industrial gas network model. This allows providing a clear description of the proposed methodology and validates the approach by providing the desired results regarding the prioritization of sensor improvements in an industrial gas supply network.
Problem Setting.
Consider a simplified version of the industrial gas network depicted in Figure 3 , where there are
Figure 3: Simplified industrial gas network model with three (3) plants (P-1, P-2, and P-3) and three (3) customers (C-1, C-2, and C-3). Arrows indicate the directions of gas flows.
three plants (P-1, P-2, and P-3) and three customers (C-1, C-2, and C-3) with the decision variables and parameters described in Abbreviations.
In the simplified network, the customers submit their demands to the system which are then fulfilled at the lowest possible cost while satisfying the flow balance and flow bound constraints. The customer demands define the flow rates sent to the customers in the system. In this case, consider the following optimization model:
The first three constraints in formulation (3) are flow balance constraints (i.e., = formulation (1)). The last constraint set represents the bound constraints on the flows. Formulation (3) described above is a simplified version of model (1) where constraints defining physical and operational quality standards are disregarded, and there are no pressure constraints. The sensors subject to the analysis are chosen to be the flow rate sensors at customer nodes. Sensors measuring pressure levels at demand nodes are used only as a system check. The objective function is assumed to be convex and quadratic (i.e., ≥ 0, = 1, . . . , 7). This setting allows us to obtain sample data for the global sensitivity analysis easily by solving the model with state of the art optimization solvers.
Problem Data.
After setting up the problem, we simulate the data for the input parameters of model (3), which is the first step of the flowchart in Figure 2 .
The values of the input parameters, except for the demand parameters (cf. (i) The most expensive plant is plant P-1 while the cheapest one is plant P-3. (ii) Similarly, plant P-1 has the largest production capacity while plant P-3 has the least. (iii) Note that and coefficients are nonzero only for flows , = 1, 2, 3 corresponding to plant productions. This means that the cost only increases with the production levels in plants.
(iv) There is a limit on the demand of customers that can be supplied from nonadjacent plants. For instance, customer C-1 can only receive a certain amount of gas from plant P-2 and plant P-3. The main supplier of customer C-1 is plant P-1. This also applies to the other customer demands. In particular, flow values , = 4, 5, 6, 7 in the center pipeline are bounded above by 10 units.
Customer Demand Simulations.
In order to simulate the customer demand, we use Autoregressive (AR) processes which are commonly used to forecast demands in industrial gas networks. These simulated demand profiles are shown in Figure 4 . The AR(1) model specified for customer C-1 is given by the following equation:
where 1 ∼ N(0, 1), 1 = 130.53, the average value of the customer C-1 demand is given by 1 = 138.11, and the standard deviation of the demand is provided as ( 1 ) = 3.360. The AR(1) model specified for customer C-2 is given by the following equation:
where 2 ∼ N(0, 1), 0 2 = 60.67, the average value of the customer C-2 demand is given by 2 = 62.03, and the standard deviation of the demand is provided as ( 2 ) = 2.360. The AR(2) model specified for customer C-3 is given by the following equation: 
Customer Flow Sensor Reading Simulations.
To simulate the errors due to sensor readings of demand profiles, we add some simulated out of range readings which are the candidates to be the outliers, constant bias , and Gaussian noise ∼ N(0, ) to the demand profiles. That is, we set
wherẽrepresents the sensor readings, is the vector of out of range readings suspected to be outliers, ∼ N(0, ) with = [0.5, 1, 1.5] are the sensor noises, and = {2, 4, 6} is the constant bias vector.
The resulting sensor reading data can be seen in Figure 5 , where potential outliers are highlighted by big markers over data points.
As it can be noticed from the parameter values in (7) and Figure 5 , customer C-3 has the greatest sensor reading errors in terms of all three different error types. On the other hand, customer C-1 has the most accurate sensor reading among the other customers. In these conditions, one would expect to prioritize improving the sensor readings for customer C-3
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Operating the system by these faulty signals observed in Figure 5 may cause large deviations and higher values in the production costs. These deviations can be inspected by comparing the plots displaying production costs produced with the sensor reading data given in Figure 6 (a), and the production costs values produced with the actual demand data given in Figure 6 (b). The real life optimization model is computationally very expensive; for this reason, we need a simple way to determine the effect of input errors on the production cost. As mentioned before, this is why sensitivity analysis tools are used to construct a predictive model between model's inputs and outputs. We will compare our findings by controlling simulated sensor reading errors and show that the proposed methodology estimates the correct order of the sensors for improvement.
Predictive Model.
In this section, we apply the second step of the developed methodology in Figure 2 . After collecting the data in (2) for the vector of uncertain inputs denoted by same symbol as in (2), and populating the sensor readings of customer demands̃, we solve model (3) times with uncertain input parameters̃to optimality with current optimization solvers [34] . In particular, we use the quadprog solver in a MATLAB environment [35] . The time required to solve model (3) with 3 customers and 3 flow sensors is only of about 0.01 seconds.
The resulting production costs (̃) are illustrated in Figure 6 (a), where we set = 100 as the number of observations in the data set. In the real network, this number corresponds to the daily amount of data the company collects from the optimization model. We work with daily data because the system conditions can vary considerably for longer periods. Such high variations cannot be captured in a linear predictive model. 
wherêrepresents the estimated production cost values. Since the multicollinearity is not an issue in the case study problem, ridge regression model coefficients would be expected to be identical to linear regression model coefficients for any ridge parameters. The residuals of the regression model also satisfy statistical independence, homoscedasticity, and normality assumptions.
According to the regression equation (8) , the relative importance of the input customer demands is sorted from more to less important as the demand of customer C-1, the demand of customer C-2, and the demand of customer C-3. This is expected because of the flow restrictions in the pipelines. Customer C-1 has to satisfy most of its demands by using the most expensive gas which is produced in plant P-1 while customer C-3 uses mostly the least expensive gas produced in P-3.
Sensor Reading Error Elimination Heuristic.
After defining the predictive model, we run the heuristic approach to eliminate each type of sensor errors step by step. As discussed before, the predictive model and the heuristic for sensor reading error elimination are independent processes as shown in Figure 2 . Moreover, the heuristic approach is a univariate analysis that is applied to each sensor individually.
Outlier Elimination.
The first step of the heuristic approach for sensor reading error elimination is the outlier elimination. The out of range readings are often observed as unusual spikes in flow readings. As mentioned before in Section 1, these inaccuracies may happen because of one of the following reasons: due to an inherent error in the sensor reading or due to an actual sudden change in conditions in the supply network (i.e., like sudden pressure drops). In the first case the error can be reduced by upgrading the sensor. In the latter case, such sudden changes in the network can be determined by other sensors in the network. Thus, by looking at the correlation between the out of range readings of appropriate groups of sensors, outlier readings due to reading errors can be distinguished from out of range readings due to sudden changes in the supply network. Here, we look at the pressure reading values given that pressure and flow rates are highly correlated in industrial gas supply networks.
To detect the potential outliers, we will use principal component pursuit (PCP) analysis. PCP optimally decomposes a data matrix as the sum of a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix. Given a data matrix , PCP is the solution of the convex optimization problem,
where ‖ ‖ * is the nuclear norm; that is, the sum of the singular values of , and ‖ ‖ 1 is equal to the sum of the absolute values of the elements of . Under certain conditions, and with a Lagrange multiplier , optimization problem (9) recovers a low-rank matrix corresponding to a fault-free process condition and a sparse matrix that has nonzero entities corresponding to sensor and process faults, which can be considered as sensor reading abnormalities or sharp changes in the system (cf. [36] ). The matrix is the selected flow sensor reading data vector̃in our case. The resulting nonzero values in the vector help us to identify out of range readings. After implementing the PCP routine above, we can identify the out of range readings in the sensor signal similar to those illustrated in Figure 5 . After identifying the out of range readings, we look at the correlation of these sensor readings with pressure sensor readings associated with the same customer. If the sharp spikes in flow sensor readings are caused by a sudden change in the network, these secondary sensors for pressure readings will also have abnormal readings.
Let us illustrate this process by looking at the correlation between the flow sensor readings and the pressure readings of customer C-2. In Figure 7 (a), two different signals for customer C-2 are shown: the sensor readings for customer C-2 demand and the simulated pressure sensor reading for customer C-2. Obviously, the marked points in the flow readings are strong candidates for outliers. However, notice that, in a few of these points, the pressure level also has abnormal spikes. These spikes occur at exactly the same timestamps that the spikes occur in the flow readings. These out of range readings are strong indicators of the sudden changes in the system, and they shall not be classified as sensor reading errors.
This can be better viewed by inspecting the scatter plot between the pressure and the gas flow in Figure 7 (b). The PCP routine identifies out of range readings in the selected flow sensor and marks them as square dots. Dark circle dots are marked as normal readings for both pressure and flow sensors. We fit a least squares line between these flow and pressure readings excluding the out of range observations. Then, a 95% confidence interval is built around this least squares line. If the out of range readings are beyond these confidence intervals, then they are marked as sensor outliers, and we replace the sensor readings with the values from the low-rank matrix for these corresponding points. In Figure 7 (b), the outlier points are the two square dots at the right side of the graph. These points are identified to be sensor reading errors and needed to be eliminated from the sensor signal. On the other hand, if some of these out of range readings fall between the confidence intervals provided in Figure 7 (b), they are treated as sudden changes in the conditions of the supply network, not as outliers. In Figure 7 (b), the out of range readings caused by system changes are denoted by the three square dots at the left side of the graph. Notice that they fall between the two confidence interval lines.
The same procedure is also applied to customer C-1's and customer C-3's sensors, and resulting outliers are eliminated from the sensor readings. Figure 8 shows the demand profiles International Journal of Chemical Engineering after elimination of the outliers caused by inherent sensor errors.
Constant Bias Elimination.
Constant bias elimination is the second step of the heuristic methodology to eliminate the sensor reading errors. The flow readings in industrial gas networks can have a constant bias in their measurement besides random noise and outliers. This inherent bias is difficult to detect with data analysis because of the constant shift in the parameters' sensor reading data. In practice, bias is detected by putting a different but precise sensor next to the biased one. In this way, we can approximate the accurate reading of the precise sensor and detect the bias amount that the malfunctioning sensors have. For the case study problem, we need to measure the bias in a similar way. Specifically, we subtract the faulty sensor readings of the sensor from the nonerroneous sensor readings of the precise sensor. Then, we take the average of the difference over the selected period.
wherẽ= + + after the outliers are eliminated. To do this, we simulate the actual demand data for the new sensor, compute + , subtract it from the biased and noisy sensor readings̃, and take the average of the values for selected time horizon ( simulation points). (4), (5), and (6).
Recall from (7) that the bias = {2, 4, 6} was added to the demand profiles. According to these results, the bias approximatioñfor the three customer flow sensors accurately predicts the actual bias values with no more than 3.1% error.
Noise Filtering Approach.
After eliminating the other sensor errors, that is, outliers and bias, we need to remove the noise from sensor readings which is the third and last steps in the heuristic approach for sensor reading error
Input:
(1) procedure NoiseFiltering (2) size ← length of (3) (
Algorithm 1: Noise filtering algorithm.
elimination. To do so, we present a naive filtering algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1). This filtering approach is similar to both the well-known Savitzky-Golay and moving average filters (cf. [37, 38] ). While the proposed filter tries to separate the sensor noise from the process noise, which is not a simple task, it behaves conservatively by considering a portion of the actual demand volatility as sensor noise. However, this does not degrade the filter's performance and approximates the true demand signal as it can be seen from Figures 9(a) , 9(b), and 9(c).
The filtering process starts by selecting the first observation as the starting observation. Then, it looks at the adjacent observation and decides whether the next observation differs significantly from the selected point based on the variance information of the noise. If the difference is significant, then we leave the next observation as it is. Otherwise, we take the moving average of the observations and replace the nominal values with the averaged values. The details of the noise filtering algorithm are given in Algorithm 1.
In Figures 9(a) , 9(b), and 9(c), we display the simulated data for customer demands for our problem setting before and after the noise filtering.
Numerical Results and Verification of the Methodology.
Having perfect knowledge of both the output of the optimization model (3) and the error-free demand profiles in Figure 4 gives us a chance to confirm our methodology's validity. We already have the original production costs values, which we got from the optimization model by running it with faulty sensor demand readings (̃). To compute the proposed KPIs, we calculate the average production costs values and the production costs volatility, which is the variance of the values over the selected time horizon. After that, we select a sensor, and we use the perfect error knowledge that we created in Section 4.2.2 to eliminate its inherent sensor errors. While doing that, we keep the other sensors faulty to see the effect of elimination of a single sensor reading errors on the output. Then, we integrate the correct error-free signal values for selected input parameter to the optimization model and reproduce the production costs values. Finally, we calculate the average production costs values and the production costs volatility by using the regenerated production values.
When we introduced sensor readings for customer demands (̃) back in Section 4.2.2, we designed the errors to be the greatest for customer C-3 and the least for customer C-1. Now, we are going to inspect the analysis results to see what sensors need to be prioritized for the improvement.
Remember from Section 3 that we have two different KPIs. First, we check the results for KPI-1, which is the average change in the production costs' value over a time horizon. Table 1 displays the impact of the sensor reading error elimination on the production costs in a controlled way by using the optimization model and the simulated error information.
After that, we apply our methodology to sensor readings as a univariate analysis to validate our methodology and approximate the true signal of the selected input parameter. While doing that, we keep the other sensors faulty to see the effect of elimination of a single sensor reading errors on the output. Then, we integrate the approximated errorfree signal values for the selected input parameter to the predictive model and reproduce the production costs values. Finally, we calculate the average production costs values and the production costs volatility by using the regenerated production values. Table 2 displays the impact of the sensor reading error elimination on the production costs value (KPI-1) with the sensor error elimination methodology given in Figure 2 .
According to the comparison of results between Tables  1 and 2 , it follows that customer C-1 has the least amount of sensor reading errors, but it has the top priority to be fixed. This is because of two reasons. First, customer C-1 is using the most expensive gas in the network produced due to restrictions in the pipeline. Second, customer C-1's average demand value is much higher than the other customer demand profiles. These reasonings can be verified by the provided regression model's coefficients (8) . The 1 's coefficient is reflecting the significance of the cost related to customer C-1. Although the results in Table 2 are not numerically precise to estimate the real changes given in Table 1 , the differences between the numerical results are small and produce a priority ranking in which the sensors are ordered as customer C-1, customer C-2, and customer C-3 in agreement with Table 1 . Now, we check the results for KPI-2, which measures the change in the production cost's volatility. Table 3 displays the impact of the sensor reading error elimination on the production costs volatility in a controlled way by using the optimization model and the error information. Table 4 displays the impact of the sensor reading error elimination on the production costs volatility (KPI-2) with the sensor error elimination methodology given in Figure 2 .
Once again, customer C-1's sensor ranks first in the priority list for the sensor improvement, while customer C-3's sensor ranks last according to Tables 3 and 4 . This is again because of the customer C-1's and plant P-1's influences on the system. Similarly as for the KPI-1 results, the results in Table 4 are not numerically precise to estimate the real changes given in Table 1 . However, we have the same priority ranking of the sensor maintenance ordered as customer C-1, customer C-2, and customer C-3 according to the results in both tables.
According to these results for both KPIs, we clearly see that both measures are suggesting, in order of importance, the upgrading of sensor-1 (demand of customer C-1) first, then sensor-2 (demand of customer C-2), and then sensor-3 (demand of customer C-3) in the industrial gas system. This is contrary to the order of the sensors' input error magnitudes discussed at the beginning of Section 3. Thus, these results show that analyzing the effects of input errors on the output (production costs) helps us to take better decisions. The computing time of the methodology for the case study problem with 3 customers and 3 flow sensors takes 1.23 seconds.
Implementation to the Real Pipeline System
In this section, we discuss the results obtained by applying the methodology to the company's real industrial gas network. The methodology we use for the real pipeline system is slightly modified to capture the real network's properties. First of all, we use the weighted ridge linear regression approach to obtain the predictive model instead of the ordinary least squares approach used in Section 4.3. The ridge regression approach is chosen because it addresses multicollinearities by imposing a penalty on the size of coefficients. Multicollinearities are possible between the input parameters because of the number of sensors (over 400 sensors) in the real network. This large number of predictors creates low ratio of number of observations to number of variables. It is also selected to be a weighted model because based on the expert's experience, the most recent information of the system carries more explanation of this very dynamic system. The industrial gas network of interest is a real-time optimization system, where the optimal plant production flows need to be updated frequently. Thus, we desire to have a suggestion mechanism running and reporting suspicious sensor readings on a daily basis. Thus, the predictive model and heuristic analysis are implemented by using the last 100 data points reading from the optimization model.
The predictive model is based on the weights calculated using the Euclidean distance between the latest observation and the other samples in the set. The ridge regression estimatê is defined as the value of that minimizes
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where x = { 1 , 2 , . . . , },
That is, we assign a weight of 1 to the most recent data point and for the other samples a weight equivalent to the inverse ratio of the Euclidean distance to the most recent sample.
Another modification in the methodology is leaving the bias elimination as an option to the end user. This is to avoid an extra investment cost at this stage of the study because the bias in sensors is estimated by placing a highly precise sensor to measure the same signal as the imprecise sensor measures. The general implementation of the methodology is aimed to be a statistical analysis only, and whenever the end user has the estimated bias information, there is an option in the interface for the user to give that information as an input to the analysis.
There are a few more specific implementations designed to make the analysis more meaningful and user-friendly. Based on the selection of the time period for the analysis, the end user can track these daily reports before taking the final decision for the upgrading or maintenance decision for the sensors. The interface summarizes the daily reports for the selected time period and suggests the most important ones for a possible upgrade or maintenance based on the analysis we describe in Section 5.1. Also, highly improving the sensor precision can be very costly. Due to this fact, the end user is also given the option to see the effects of partial improvements such as eliminating 50%, 75%, or 100% of the sensor errors. The default value in the results presented in this section is 75%. This is typically the fraction of the improvement that the company considers.
In the real industrial gas network problem, the uncertain inputs are not only customer demands as in the case study in Section 4. Thus, random input variables can have very different units. In this case, parameters' regression coefficients can be easily influenced by the units in which the variables are measured, for example, gallons, pascals, bars, or grams in the real pipeline. Therefore, they do not provide a very reliable measure of the relative importance of the input variables. So, to compare the relative importance of the input parameters, input and output variables need to be standardized before drawing conclusions from their predictive model coefficients (cf. [39] ).
The described methodology is implemented in MATLAB and the historical sampling information is drawn by SQL queries from the company's database. The results are transferred to the company's online environment on a daily basis. 
Implementation Results.
Next, we present some of the results obtained by applying the methodology discussed here in the real industrial gas supply network. To protect the company's intellectual property, the sensor details are not provided. Due to the same reason, the input data for the analysis is not provided, as well as the exact results of the analysis. Instead, we provide a relative improvement on production costs and its volatility to prioritize the sensors in the system. The pilot implementation for the analysis is chosen to be run in the business days (22 days) of October 2015. Customer demands are measured by flow sensors, and Table 5 provides the mean value and standard deviation values of the readings of 20 of these sensors.
Additionally, pairwise correlations between the sensors' readings are shown by a heatmap in Figure 10 where the individual values of the correlation matrix are represented as colors. Just by considering the pairwise correlations between these readings, the multicollinearity between the sensor readings is quite apparent.
The objective of the implementation is to run the univariate analysis daily with the updated results data coming from real-time optimization and monitoring the parameter rankings based on their effect on the uncertainty and the value of the cost function. The resulting interface displays the sensor rankings in the order of positive savings on the production cost (KPI-1) and daily sensor rankings in the order of their sensor reading errors contribution on the objective function's volatility (KPI-2). While a single day analysis may not be meaningful due to the dynamic nature of real-time optimization system, a collection of the daily analysis can have strong suggestions to identify what sensors need to be upgraded or maintained. Table 6 provides the top 5 sensors in this monthly collection, which ranked among the top 5 sensors based on KPI-1 in any of these daily runs. We note the number of times that any of these sensors were ranked in each of these top 5 positions. In each of the daily runs and in the summary, we only look at the top 5 sensors because based on our observations, most of volatility and cost improvements can be satisfied by upgrading or maintaining the top 5 sensors according to the daily analysis results.
According to Table 6 results, sensor-7 is leading the list by being ranked among the top-5 sensors 22 times out of 22 business days. It is ranked 5 times as the first sensor, 7 times as the 2nd sensor, and 9 times as the 3rd sensor and only once as the 5th sensor in this set of analysis. Sensor-8 also appears as one of the top sensors in almost two-thirds of the days analyzed.
The ranking of sensors displayed in Table 6 is one way of checking the significance of sensors in the system. We can also look at the average improvement in production cost's value over this month of analysis when the specified sensor is improved. These improvement values in percentage are calculated as follows: wherêis the vector of the values of estimated objective functions before error elimination in the sensor,̂is the vector for the values of estimated objective functions after error elimination in the sensor, and is the number of data points in a day. "Avg. Improvement" gives us the relative difference before and after the error elimination. Positive values for "Avg. Improvement" imply positive savings based on the univariate analysis for the selected sensor. The five highest priority sensors based on "Avg. Improvement" values in descending order are listed in Table 7 . Table 7 suggests that we would reduce the daily production costs by around 1.4% on average if we go ahead and fix the errors of sensor-7. Sensor-7 is known as the flow sensor of an important customer in the system, and the sensor reading errors affect the production cost significantly. The daily average improvement is based on a month of analysis and it is an important number when it is translated to real money. For this reason, KPI-1 is definitely an important indicator that upper management would certainly consider.
The numbers in Table 7 are not additive, in other words, one cannot guarantee that the amount of improvement would be equal to the summation of percentage values if multiple sensors are decided to be upgraded. This is due to the univariate nature of the analysis; that is, we approximate the true signal for only one selected sensor at a time while keeping the other sensor reading errors present in the system. Also, although the rankings and/or identities of the sensors in Tables 6 and 7 are almost identical to each other in this analysis, they do not necessarily have to match with each other as they rank the sensors based on different evaluations for the same key performance index. However, the similarity between the order of the sensors in Tables 6 and 7 is a strong indicator to consider prioritizing the suggested sensors for the maintenance based on the selected KPI. This also applies to the results going to be presented in Tables 8 and 9 based on KPI-2.
As we discussed in Section 1, it is also important to consider KPI-2 as a decision criterion while selecting the sensors for maintenance. Table 8 provides a summary of the analysis realized in October 2015 for the key performance indicator-2 (KPI-2). Specifically, it provides the number of times that a sensor is ranked among the top 5 sensors in terms of KPI-2 in any of these daily runs. Similar to the results of the KPI-1 analysis, sensor-7 was ranked as the first sensor for a possible precision upgrade in 12 out of 22 business days. On the other hand, it was ranked 5 times as the second sensor and 4 times as the third sensor to be improved in this monthly analysis. Similar to Table 6 , one can look at the average improvement in production cost's volatility over the selected time period when the specified sensor is improved. These improvement values in percentage are calculated as follows:
where Var(̂) is the variance of computed objective function values before upgrading the sensor and Var(̂) is the variance of estimated objective function values after upgrading the sensor. "Improvement" gives us the relative difference before and after the operation. Positive values for "Improvement" imply reduction in the objective function's volatility. The top five sensors based on the average volatility reduction in the case of their maintenance are listed in Table 9 . According to these results, volatility in production costs reduces around 2.9% in daily average when sensor-7's reading errors are tackled. Although the relationship is not obvious, due to the implied costs and inconveniences of having uncertainties in the problem, the reduction in production cost's volatility could result in great savings in the production cost's value. Similar to the results displayed in Table 7 , the given percentage improvement for the sensors in Table 9 is not additive.
After reviewing the results of the analysis, the end user can decide what time period he or she is concerned with and what criteria are important for the company for the sensor improvements. In this pilot analysis summary conducted with October 2015's optimization model's historical data, sensor-7's reading errors significantly dominate the system in comparison with the other sensors in the system according to both of these KPI's and their ranking and/or average improvement criteria.
Finally, since the methodology is designed as a heuristic approach, it is crucial to report the computational run times of the methodology for different number of sensors. The On the other hand, the propietary optimization of the real system is inflexible and cannot be run for different network sizes. This is due to the nature of the model which is highly complex and nonadjustable. We refer the reader to [2] for some recorded times of a similar optimization model on networks of different sizes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a practical sensor fault identification and improvement methodology for an industrial gas supply network based on sensitivity and data analysis. We constructed predictive models based on global sensitivity analysis tools and then used some data analysis techniques to approach sensor's error-free signals. Then, we analyzed the benefits of having an error-free signal for each specified sensor. To validate the methodology, we presented the application of the methodology in a simple case study problem. Then, with a few modifications, we extended the same methodology to the real industrial gas network system. The verified approximation gives us the necessary tools to reduce the measurement inefficiencies in the network.
The results of the analysis are currently being used in decision-making processes to detect which sensors are providing suspect readings in a given period of time. Based on the application of the analysis, sensor repairs are going to be selected and realized based on the cost savings and/or the reduction of the volatility of the production cost for the company. 
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